
 
 

 
Traffic Assistant – Customer Pickup 

 
 
PROGRESSION OF SUPERVISORS:  Traffic Supervisor; Traffic Manager; Director of 
Greenhouse Operations; Managing Director; Owners 
 
JOB SUMMARY:   Responsible for facilitating the Customer Pickup operation and assisting in the 
overall operation of the Traffic Department. 
 
ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS:  

1. Accurately documents status of all assigned jobs. 
2. Create customer pickup schedule for maximum efficiency and service. 
3. Contact all customers for appointments 
4. Create Bills of Lading 
5. Collect all C.O.D.’s related to customer pickups 
6. Scan and file all related CPU paperwork 
7. Notify shipping crew of customer’s arrival for loading 
8. Sign-In and badge all visitors 
9. Assist Traffic Supervisor with Grower Truck delivery calls as required. 
10. Assist the Traffic Supervisor with routing and truck deliveries as assigned. 
11. Keep record of customers failing to meet scheduled appointment pick up time.  
12. Provide Traffic Supervisor with appointment log report no later than Wednesday AM 

before shipping. 
13. Notify accounting when all customer pickups are completed for the day 
14. Assist with running grower truck shippers and stuffing envelopes as required. 
15. Communicates effectively with Shipping Coordinator, Customer Service Representatives, 

Brokers, customers and all other visitors or 3rd party vendors.  
16. Coordinate hard goods orders with shipping coordinator via CPU. 

 
ESSENTIAL WORK HABITS:  

1. Ability to establish priorities, work independently, and accomplish objectives with 
minimal supervision. 

2. Adjusts schedule seasonally as needed IE- willing to work more or less hours depending 
on the needs of the department. 

3. Reports to work as scheduled maintaining a level of absences that results in minimal 
departmental disruption and minimal unfair burden on other employees 

4. Demonstrates a willingness to assist other Traffic related personnel with the completion 
of their tasks. 

5.  Ensures that all work areas are kept clean, neat and organized. 
6. Handles stress and pressures of the job without causing undue tension and disruption. 
7. Communicates effectively with supervisors and employees resulting in positive morale 

and minimal conflict. 
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8. Presents a consistent level of professionalism when interacting with customers.  
 
ESSENTIAL SKILLS:   

1. Demonstrates more than a basic knowledge of computers and applications including 
Word, PowerPoint, Outlook, & Excel. Demonstrates the ability to quickly learn and adapt 
to new computer systems, company specific computer programs and other new 
technology. 

2. Ability to operate office equipment (phone; fax; copier; scanner; etc.) as needed to 
perform essential functions. 

3. Ability to effectively multi-task. 
 
QUALIFICATIONS:  

1. High Level of experience in Customer Service related position(s). 
2. Background in the transportation field preferably with driver supervision and truck 

routing experience. 
3. Experience working in a Team oriented environment. 

 
ADDITIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES:  

1. Coordinate additional tag shipments with shipping personnel 
2. Notify Customer Service and management of tag shortages without delay. 
3. Learn Fed Ex function and assist as required 
4. Learn Mastering process and generate as required 
5. After appropriate training, assist Traffic Supervisor and/or Manager in routing of 

outbound truck shipments 
6. Other duties as assigned  
7. Assist as needed at Four Star events 

 
PHYSICAL ASPECTS:  

1. Bulk of job is spent at a desk utilizing a computer and/or telephone. 
2. Employee may be exposed to the sun &/or high intensity lights.  
3. Employee may be exposed to temperatures that can be 10-20 degrees above outside 

temperature seasonally.  
 
At Four Star Greenhouse Inc., we want to insure that you understand what your responsibilities are.  If you have any 
questions as to what is expected of you, you are expected to discuss these questions with your supervisor. By signing this 
document you are demonstrating that you understand what your responsibilities are, as presented to you on this Job 
Description.  Your signature also demonstrates that you understand that all employees of Four Star Greenhouse are 
employees at-will.  Four Star Greenhouse has the power to terminate anyone’s employment with or without cause. 
 
 
______________________________________________________                               ____________________ 
   (employee signature)      (date) 
 
 
 
______________________________________________________                               ____________________ 
   (supervisor/manager signature)     (date) 
 


